A one day seminar on “Overview of Intellectual Property Rights”

On 02-08-2013

REPORT

A one day seminar on “Overview of Intellectual Property Rights” by Shri. N M G Kumar, Assoc. Professor, EEE and Shri. S. Farook Assoc. Professor of EEE, SVEC – 517102 (A. P.), is organized for members of faculty and PG students of Electrical & Electronics Engineering and also for other departments in ED cell on 02-08-2013.

The first technical session was started with the lecture on Overview of Intellectual Property Rights by Dr. N M G Kumar, Professor of EEE, SVEC, Tirupati. He delivered about Intellectual Property Rights such as what are IPRs?, why it is required?, and how can we use it?. He discussed so many examples during his presentation on patents, copyright, trademark, etc. for increasing awareness on IPRs. Many participants discusses their queries with him.

Afternoon section (i.e., 02.08.2013AN), the second technical session was started with the discussion of Dr.S.Farook, Professor, Dept of EEE, SVEC, Tirupati. He gave information regarding the facilities provided by Government of India for an individual and organization to save his intellectual property by registration, patenting, etc., after technical session participants share their view about IPR and showed their interest to protect their products/process in existing IPR system.
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